
SOPHIE DOLMAN
MOTHER NATURE”

My piece is about fierce women who have empowered generations 
of people throughout the years. Starting from Emily Davison who 
was a suffragette who fought for women’s votes and sacrificed her 
own life to help out others. Coco Chanel who changed the way 
women had to dress and allowed women to wear pants instead of 
dresses. Beyoncé who has made many girls become more confi-
dent and believe more in themselves. Michelle Obama who helped 
change values for young women and allowed more girls the right 
to a better education. All these women throughout history have 
helped the change on other women’s lives making them better. The 
flowers are juxtaposition as flowers are seen as feminine and sweet. 
These women are fierce and didn’t care about the stereotype that 
is put on women about being feminine and have inspired more 
women to break the stereotype.

EMMA HARPER
REVOLVE”

My piece is a visual explanation to the changes that our world goes 
through every second of every day that we have lived, and will live 
for the rest of our lives. Although not perfect, the wheels and vari-
ous bright colours show the rotation and development of the four 
seasons and display just how much change actually occurs.

Winter, spring, summer and autumn; a revolving cycle of nev-
er-ending change. The ink, watercolour and dye on my piece al-
most speaks for itself with its contrast and its colour explaining the 
development of the seasons.

The alteration of our earth through the seasons is a beautiful yet 
destructive phenomenon, and i believe that my piece conveys this 
in its own way which i hope people will understand.



MOLLY MITCHELL
ANATOMIA: FUTURE OF THE PAST”

The piece is inspired by the evolution of anatomical study through 
the ages. It is represented by the face of Michelangelo at the top, 
and shows his sketches of the human body and the knowledge 
gained through dissection.  The increase in detail symbolises rising 
advancement in anatomical science, whilst the two models below 
that are Michelangelo’s  Statue of David and Rick Genest, an alter-
native heavily tattooed skeletal model showing the deep contrast 
of physical perfection and debatable complex beauty.

MIA PARR
DIVERSITY”

I wanted to create a piece based on community and the connec-
tion we have as a human race. In my piece I show the beauty and 
culture each nation has. Our local culture is made up of people 
from all different cultures and it can be beautiful when all unit-
ed as one. I focused on the patterns, colours, flowers and birds 
associated with each culture, that swirl together into one united 
whole. I wanted to reflect on the problems the world faces and 
show that we are all equal.



BRIANNAN RUSSELL
INNOCENCE”

This piece of work was inspired by the innocence, of friendship. 
Two individuals who have grown together, as the time passes so 
does the innocence they both once had. Children become young 
adults. And with this comes experiences, people don’t always stay 
together. But the memories they both have stay with them forever. 
The hula-hoop represents a child’s imagination and what it was 
like before somebody grows up. As they become older the colours 
become dimmer and darker. This represents what reality looks like, 
and what adulthood looks like to a child.

EMILY SPENCER
SURVIVAL OF THE FITTEST  ”

My piece is based on the destruction of nature caused by human 
exhaustion. We, as humans are destroying our natural environ-
ment for greed and wealth. My piece shows the transition from a 
blooming wildlife to a destructive, confirmative, industrial world. 
The main part of my work is the background as it shows that the 
destruction of are natural planet happens behind our back and the 
change is so slow we don’t recognise the damage we have done.



NIKITA STAMP
THE ART OF FASHION

Fashion has progressed through history dramatically, with the 
change in clothing from conservative dresses to it being ok to wear 
crop tops in public. Women have become more expressive with 
what they wear in today’s society and they have the freedom to 
express themselves through fashion. Also with the progression of 
society, fashion has started to become genderless and you find the 
line between men and women’s fashion becomes blurred. In the 
future it’s predicted that fashion would be made up of simple col-
ours/futuristic colours like silver, gold and black. This idea of fash-
ion in future shows a dramatic change in the ideals and acceptance 
of everyone being different. 

BENJAMIN CANAVAN
UP IN THE CLOUDS”  ”

This piece is created from the theme of metamorphosis. To base 
the piece on this I chose the sub topic of the change in modern 
society, so I decided to create the image of 3 music idols – David 
Bowie, Jimi Hendrix and John Lennon, which represent the change 
in music and how they have effect society making the world a more 
inclusive place. They are creative geniuses that have such a wide 
impact on culture and will always remain an inspiration to artists.



CHARLIE COOPER
CLOUD

My piece is named “you just want to be able to wake up without 
that proverbial cloud hanging over you.” To me, art is as natural 
as breathing. It’s a huge part of my life whether consuming it in 
galleries, or creating it for myself this piece discusses the matter 
of the way mental illness has affected me. The top represents how 
my anxiety, makes me see the bad in everything and overthink 
things too much to the fact I don’t even know what to believe an-
ymore and the bottom half represents how blankly I think when I 
take my antidepressants.

YANIN HAI-NGAM
NOW AND THEN”  ”

In my piece I have explored the idea of tradition and future values. 
I was really drawn to the beautiful illustrations taken from an old 
anatomy book that follow the development of the foetus in the 
womb. I wanted to contrast this with technology, babies are now 
born into a world where they are constantly connected to technol-
ogy, and I am interested in the way this is changing society. Babies 
that are grown rather than being born is like a science fiction night-
mare, that might actually come true.



CHLOE LEUNG
YUME TO KIBOU (DREAMS AND DESIRES)

This is a piece reflecting the past of Japan as ‘dreams’ and the 
future/ modern day as ‘desires’ as it is still developing and will 
still continue to grow. This shows the change in Japanese culture 
through simply the architecture and the fashion that has changed 
throughout the years.

JESSICA MASSEY
LITTLE MISS DIAGNOSIS”  ”

Mental health has only been recognized as an illness within the 
early 2000’s and is one of the biggest illness to this day. It’s been 
missed diagnosed for years, women have had the worst side of it 
from been seen as crazy and being locked up for the rest of the life, 
people manipulating women view  on their body to gain money, 
scared to speak because of how they will be looked at or being told 
to be quiet.

Mental illness is slowly opening up, medicine and therapy is being 
given to people but it is a prickly subject to discuss with people 
because of the lack of recognition over the years and believed to be 
just an ‘attention’ thing or ‘overacting’ because we’re sensitive. 
But it’s something that effects people all the time, and it’s some-
thing that’s always been there just never noticed.



LUCY O’REILLY
KIND / CRUEL

This piece of artwork is about kindness and cruelty. It shows how 
some people in the world today can be kind but other people can 
also be cruel. It also links to the future of tomorrow as is illustrates 
how some people can change and bring kindness to the world 
and to other people, however some people in the world have a 
different aspect on life and can be cruel towards other human 
beings.  Kind words bring life, but cruel words crush your spirit.

MILLICENT PATTEN
THE WAR TO END ALL WARS”  ”

In 1914 the war to end all wars started. There was over 41 million 
military and civilian casualties, ranking it among the deadliest con-
flicts in human history.

Then 1939 the next world war with bigger and badder weapons, 
which resulted in an estimated death toll of 50 million to more than 
80 million people.

And now, the present time. Today the world is portrayed as a happy 
and peaceful place but under the surface, we are fighting again and 
World War 3 feels like it is about to break out which will be the war 
to end all wars and life as we know it.



RACHEL ROBERTS
MUSIC INDUSTRY 

For my project , the collage is explaining the transition of music 
in the industry from the 1960’s to the music in the future. I like 
how the flow of the collage shows the change of the music gen-
res from Bob Dylan with country music to Stormzy and rap music. 
The different style of music notes shows how the way we make 
music has altered.

ELISHA SCANLON
OLD RELIGION/NEW RELIGION”  ”

The piece in which I have created was influenced by an artist called 
John Piper. The techniques that Piper used within his worked 
inspired me due to the way he painted his pieces of work and the 
type of architecture he also used. I used an old cathedral within my 
piece, where I was able to use graphite to exaggerate the shading 
and the detail within the cathedral. I am happy with the way my 
piece has turned out due to the colouring I used as it stands out 
and makes it look effective. It really captures the change in attitude 
that people have had about religion in our culture.



KAROLINA STRYCHARZ
THE CYCLE OF LIFE 

The hands represent different stages of life from birth to growing 
old and the end of life; the flowers represent different stages of 
life through symbolism. I wanted to show how natural life is, and 
the representation that everyone is different because of their en-
vironment and interests and the people they are surrounded by. 
The bees show reproduction and the continuity of life. The piece 
of work in its self is bright which shows how important life is and 
that life is enjoyable.

YANIN / LUCY O’ / CHARLIE / ELISHA
THE PEACOCK ”  ”

This garment shows metamorphosis and the transformation of the 
peacock. We have chosen a male peacock as it is more colourful 
and vibrant. It attracts the females of the species with its dance and 
swagger. We have also chosen to use a male suit as it fits in with the 
male peacock. We dyed the suit green and blue to show the vibrant 
colour of the peacock and we started to cut out lots of the peacock 
feathers using different materials and techniques also using the 
different materials and techniques to make our peacock suit the 
finishing look.



JESSICA / KAROLINA / RACHEL
THE CHRYSALIS OF FASHION 

Our piece is about the evolution from a moth to a butterfly. We 
created this by designing a poncho with the patterns that we had 
taken from a moth and a butterfly. On the inside, we drew butter-
fly patterns on calico and used different bright colours and put 
red circular material onto it. 

We kept the original design on the poncho but added white tabs 
of material to give it a texture and did reverse applique with 
circular material.   

MILLIE / CHLOE / BEN
THE REPTILE: FUSION OF LACERTILIA  ”  ”

The topic of the piece was metamorphosis, and from this we chose 
the subgenre of nature. We decided on reptiles to create the piece, 
so from this we included scales, frills and a colour scheme to fit the 
piece. We got our ideas from chameleons, a bush viper snake and 
the draco or flying lizard.

The chameleons bulging eyes on top of his head, we portrayed this 
using starbucks frappuccino lids. The Draco lizard also known as 
the flying lizard takes place on our garment in the form of purple 
wings underneath the arms. And finally the bush viper snake. This 
snake has very beautiful and vibrant scales across its body. Further-
more, the scales are bold and some are even protruding from the 
creature which we tried to recreate in our piece.



SOPHIE / EMILY / NIKITA
HONEST 

This piece we wanted to show the transformation that takes place 
with the honesty flower. We wanted to include all the bright col-
ours of the flower with our tie dye effect and slowly make the gar-
ment transition into the seed of the flower. To symbolise this used 
tea bags as have a similar effect. The flare sleeve shows how the 
seeds spread. The flowers going to the seeds show the cycle of life 
and death. The flowers link to metamorphosis and it shows it how 
is changed from one thing to another. Our co-operation and team 
work with each other helped create the garment and allowed us 
to bounce ideas off each other to create this piece.

MOLLY / EMMA
RED BEAR  ”  ”

This piece is based on the change of natural society. We were 
inspired by the destruction of the Native American culture and cre-
ated a look that was dark, grungy and bloodied. We wanted to keep 
some inspired designs from the Americans but decided to keep 
them minimal and less cheerful as the initial look represents a lot of 
death. The bear head represents the protectiveness and animosity 
of the Americans, whilst the multiple red hand prints represents 
the lost lives of the people who once lived in peace. The meaning 
and original idea/inspiration behind our piece is the destruction of 
natural societies and what the Native American people had to live 
through when the first white people arrived in America. 
The colours of the fabrics, threads, fur and paint represent original 
Navajo and Native American clothing and patterns and we love 
how the zig zag pattern that was couch-stitched onto the poncho 
turned out because it gives it a look of authenticity.



BRIANNAN / MIA / HANNAH
OCEANIA

In our piece we wanted to show metamorphosis through the con-
cept of the changing ocean, we used the movement of water and 
waves to create patterns on our garment. We created a clutch bag 
and a dress in different shades of blue to represent to different 
colours of the ocean across the world and in different seasons. We 
also added different textures to create the look and movement of 
the waves. The ocean is a precious place and is vulnerable under 
attack by plastic waste.

OLIVER MOLYNEUX
MONEY AND MEDIA  ”  ”

Money and Media change people’s opinions and influence peoples 
lifestyles. In the world in which we live in now Money is the most 
powerful thing and it influences the way we behave. The Media 
controls the way people think. Behind the scenes, the moneymen 
have the faces in the media on strings like marionettes. People lives 
their daily lives to wake up, work, sleep, repeat, grow old and die.
Influenced by Crass, Terry Gilliam and my own thoughts.
“I don’t wanna take my time going to work, I got a motorcycle 
and a sleeping bag and ten or fifteen girls. What the hell I wanna 
go off and go to work for? Work for what? Money? I got all the 
money in the world. I’m the king, man. I run the underworld, guy. 
I decide who does what and where they do it at. What am I gonna 
run around like some teeny bopper somewhere for someone elses 
money? I make the money man, I roll the nickels. The game is mine. 
I deal the cards”


